GAS-FIRED INFRARED HEATER GASOLEC S8

- Direct heat to the chicken and litter
- Creating comfort zones
- Less mortality
- Reliable
- Up to 800-1000 DOC depending on height and surrounding temperature
- Low gas consumption
- Easy operation and installation
- Adjustable heat output
- Two or three heaters on one gas cylinder/bottle
- Can be controlled by climate control system with the high-low regulator
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

- Power adjustable from 1.75 till 3.5 kW
- Gas consumption Propane/LPG from 180 till 360gr/hour (with regulator)
- Also versions in 0.88, 1.75 and 3.5kW
- Robust cast iron housing with ceramic burner plate
- Standard with Stainless Steel filter
- Made in Holland

Gas consumption for 1kW: 1kW = 866kcal = 3460BTU/h, I3P / G30 72 gram of Propane/h, I2E / G20 0.090m³/h of Natural Gas High, I2L / G25 0.108m³/h of Natural Gas Low
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